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About This Game

The Preposterous Awesomeness of Everything is a satirical point-and-click adventure game, about progress, politics and
propulsive nozzles. It features a traditional verb-based interface, with updated verbs (including 'befuddle', 'disrespect' and 'pray-

for'), unique collage-based art and ~15,000 words (3-4 hours?) of intellectually stimulating satirical shenanigans.

The preposterous Awesomeness of Everything is about an apparently primitive society, attempting to work together to build a
space rocket. It follows these people, from disordered chaos (the past), through a disgusting and distorted and horrible and
hilarious kind of faux-democracy (the present (SATIRE! Amirite?!?!)), into the unknowable, irrelevant emptiness of outer

space (the future).

Along the journey players will encounter a host of colourful characters (including the mysterious Man with the Little Pencil, the
superfluous Man in the Wren Suit and the fabulous Helen), they will solve a variety of engaging puzzles, and they will be forced

into making a number of difficult moral decisions, with potential disastrous consequences!

Features:
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Traditional verb-based interface

Updated verbs (including 'befuddle', 'disrespect' and 'pray-for')

Unique collage-based art

A cameo appearance from Felix Kjellberg (PewDiePie)

~15,000 words (3-4 hours?) of intellectually stimulating satirical shenanigans

A joke about white blood cells

Prohibitively experimental electronic music

Irrelevant duck
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Title: The Preposterous Awesomeness of Everything
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Joe Richardson
Publisher:
Joe Richardson
Release Date: 9 Feb, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2 GHz - Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.0 compatible with 512 MB RAM (Shared Memory is not recommended)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Sound Card with Latest Drivers

English
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This game is DIFFICULT. Do not dive in unless you really want your skills tested. Why is it difficult? Because I suppose
driving an actual F1 car isn't easy.. Side scroller shooter that seems alright if that's your sort of thing. No technical issues, just
not my kind of game.. I really enjoyed playing this game! It is very amusing and unlike some other games does not rely on
violence to create a fun experience. I would definitely recommend this for everyone!. I wish I could give a neutral review,
because the things I like and the things I hate exist in equal measure.

Pros:
It controls well. If I click on something, my character interacts with it. No pixel-perfect finnicky nonsense. You can click and
hold and control them as they move, which is a nice touch.
The music and sound design are fantastic.
The overall story seems good so far.

However, I likely won't be playing much more of this, because:

Cons:
The writing (the actual text) is dreadful. "swong of sworcery" isn't that funny he added a letterhahahahaNOPE. "amirite?" and
many other things that made me picture the writing process taking place on an iPhone in a coffee shop.
Twitter integration in the game world.
Rather than just taking inspiration from things, they've decided to just use said things in the game, because parody is sooooo
much more hip(ster).

That said, I must admit that the reason that I quit in frustration wasn't the hipster nonsense (I put up with it so much in real life,
why not a game? It'll be quaint in a few years as well). I'm just awful at puzzles. I got to the sheep puzzle and couldn't even
figure out what I was supposed to do.

SO, If you like point n click games (with some simple action occasionally), and can put up with talking to that local guy who
wears a flannel and beanie way to far into summer, I'm sure you'll love it. That's why I'm giving it a positive review.

It drives me batty as much as it makes me smile, though.. Multiplayer FPS.
Nothing works, nobody playing, this game at the moment has nothing to offer to anyone. Stay away from this one.
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Pros:
- Absolutely nothing

Cons:
- Bugs, bugs and few more bugs.
- Nobody playing it and I can see why.. At first, I dunno why this game was $34.99 and thinking a lot do I should buy it or not.
And of course I bought it in the end and finish chapter 0, and thing I want say about this game is :
''THIS GAME WAS REALLY REALLY GOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOODDDD '' and I dont wasting my $34.99 for this game
20/10. It's a great VN, despite being desperately short.
It's all about "black&white" decisions, charming and enjoyable.. Fantastic! Supported it early and can't wait until they finish
releasing it.
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This cheerful strategy RPG breathes new life into an old formula with goofy humor and some modern approaches to challenge
progression. The most innovative games now include some built-in ability to fail, so that you can fail in big and small ways but
still find reason to continue playing, rather than old RPGs which were either far too easy or so hard they encouraged obsessive
Save Game-Restore Game loops. One of Bravada's smartest decisions was to make it tolerable to lose your party members: each
time one of them dies, you receive an item that can let you copy any unit you encounter, so you can replenish your army with
copies of either your current army, or any foe you face. This lets you try on all the units in the game, and incentivizes a
manageable amount of death within your army.

Compare this to old strategy RPGs where losing a unit in a level gave you no risk-reward; it simply meant your army was
weaker. Add to that many S-RPGs would give each character a minor storyline, and you essentially had no incentive to risk
units, because if they died, you lost precious characters you had grown attached to.

Bravada has several challenge innovations like this woven into a deceptively "lite" feeling game. Really great job and I look
forward to more games from this developer!. The amount of pure nostalgia that this game hits me with is almost too much. The
very sound of the game booting up plasters a massive smile on my face. This reminds me of so many afternoons, spent with my
grandparents and cousins, eating pizza and trying to get to Zoombiniville. The puzzles are just as fun (and sometimes
frustrating) as I remember all those years ago... maybe this time I will actually finish the game!. TIL: Knee injuries often
indicate you've got talent for CS:GO. Conceptually a great game, in practice the performance shoots itself in the foot. This
game is definitely suffering from a CPU bottleneck. I have an i5 2500k and GTX 1070Ti. This is the only VR title i remotely
have any performance issues with. That being said, I don't care how bad the game looks if I can get it to perform well. But no
matter what settings I use, 4 player split screen is crawling at 15fps. Not even the AI count has an effect. This causes vr players
to feel motion sick. The moment it gets to 2 players, it caps at 30fps and the performance is fine. This game is way more
demanding than it should be, and I only say this because I'm a unity developer myself and I've witnessed 4 player vr splitscreen
done right. The fact that performance is only an issue with high player count leads me to believe the cpu rendering (maybe
drawcall count) is not as optimized as it could be. Without these performance issues this game would be great, but unfortunately
you need an overkill cpu to run this game. Until then, I can't recommend this game to the average user.. Good points:
-premise
-main heroine
-cute artstyle and story
-ost

Bad ponts:
-controls
-interface\/main menu
-game design
-technical aspect of the game itself

I have pretty mixed feelings about this game. It's not bad, but definitely not good either. To me, her good points didn't
outweighed bad, so I couldn't fully enjoy it. But i'll be waiting for their next game, I hope she will be better.
Btw, if you really like this cute art style, you should buy and check it yourself, maybe it would be fun for you. It's not expensive
to try.. Damn, thought this added to the game story, but, correct me if I am wrong, these are just 2 stupid challenge maps that
should have been included in the game, certainly not worth the 1.99 I just sent down the drain. Enjoy it parasites!. EDIT: Wasn't
working on my PC. Eventually got it to work after re-downloading DirectX.
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